
Global Soils

Soil Ecotoxicology Experts Wanted –
SETAC Global Soil Interest Group (GSIG) offers hideout & home to soil 

ecotoxicologists

MOVEMENT STARTS
The extraordinarily important field of soil ecotoxicology has been relatively under-represented within SETAC . Soil experts have previously gathered during annual regional 
conferences  since 1998 (North America) and 2004 (Europe). In 2009, it was agreed to merge all regional groups into the Global Soil Interest Group (GSIG) to improve the 
information exchange about ongoing activities in the field of soil ecotoxicology. 

At the latest SETAC Europe Annual Meeting in Helsinki 2019, a real-time, online questionnaire was carried out with the goal to shed light on the current structure of the GSIG, 
what drives people to attend the meetings and what they expect from the group. We present the results of this Mentimeter© survey and draw conclusions for the future 
activities. Answers of between 19 and 30 participants were recorded and were used to built the word clouds below.

Join Us! 
www.setac.org/group/IGGlobalSoils
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RESEARCH CLUSTERS
A research cluster is here defined as a common roof under which soil scientists could develop ideas for most urgent research needs. It should help in identifying opportunities to collaborate, e.g. in the context 
of applying for public or private funding of large-scaled, international scientific questions. Soil is often referred to as the “Black Box” in ecotoxicology, and just few people have tried to understand what goes 
inside of it. The idea is to join forces in order to understand how this “impenetrable “substrate works. 

NEW SURVEY

The objective of this questionnaire is to enable the Steering Committee to 

comprehend what the members of the Global Soil group expect from it. In order 

to manage a group it is keen to fulfil some of the expectations of the members, taking 
also into account the main goals of the group, and most importantly, the limitations of it. 

Which could be the most interesting research questions based on the 

peoples feedback and to define research clusters?

The final goal is to develop these ideas until the upcoming SETAC Europe 
conference and the next GSIG meeting. This is to keep things ongoing until 

actions could be discussed personally within the group.

Question 3
▪ Not enough opportunities to exchange information 

beyond the personal meetings at SETAC conferences
▪ Participants were looking for new and more ways to learn 

about developments and research that has been going in 
the soil field, and to engage with each other beyond the 
annual meetings. Adding to it, they were also looking for  
developing concrete expectations from within GSIG, and
learn how GSIG could facilitate these expectations . 

Question 4
▪ The answers for question 4 reflect the ones of question 3. 

What is missing is what they do expect from the group, 
which indicates that the group is not really fulfilling the 
expectations of their members. 

▪ It is a very helpful answer that will enable the 
development of strategies for the next year.

Question 1
▪ In 2019, many newbies joined the group for the first time
▪ Could point to renewed interest of soil topics or
▪ Showed that the interest of formerly active persons was 

weakened

Question 2
▪ Helped to understand better the interests of the 

members;
▪ Aided in ranking the interests of the members, and to 

build strategies for the future;
▪ These general topics, can be broken down and specific 

topics for the research clusters

I EXPERIMENTS II BIG DATA
Experimental approaches provide basic data, fill knowledge gaps and help addressing 

specific research questions

Data driven approaches compile all available information on soil ecology and soil 
ecotoxicology, make it available via data repositories and help emerging new insights 

that could not be addressed by limited experimental efforts.

Take part in the 5-10 minutes Survey!
https://www.surveymonkey.de/r/8F9WM9

Scan the code and start 
directly with the survey!
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